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MASSAGES
Massage is one of the 
most ancient therapies 
and it is the new source 
of energy and vitality!



THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE  (30 min.) € 50
(cod.317/283)
The therapeutic massage focuses on problem areas like 
shoulders, back and the lumbar region. This massage 
improves blood flow, helps eliminate toxins and reduces 
muscle tension.

THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE    
FULL BODY  (60 min.)  € 85

FULL BODY LYMPHDRAINAGE  (60 min.) € 80             
(cod.304/281)

The lymph drainage massage helps to eliminate liquids and
toxins and therefore is the perfect way to support any 
weight loss program. This massage gives the entire body an
immediate feeling of wellness.

PARTIAL LYMPHDRAINAGE  (30 min.)      € 50            
(Cod.303/280)

ANTI-CELLULITE MASSAGE  (45 min.)    € 60         
(cod.309)

Stimulates the circulation, invigorates and helps reduce 
localised adipose, while also making the skin softer and 
suppler.

ANTI-CELLULITE MASSAGE 
+ CUPPING THERAPY   (55 min.) € 70

ANTI-STRESS MASSAGE  (45 min.)   € 60       
(cod.310)

A calming and rebalancing massage that creates a feeling of
complete wellness.

AROMATHERAPY MASSAGE  (50 min. ) € 70          
(cod.311)

The combined action of the essential oils, a soothing and 
delicate massage and relaxing music helps to recreate a 
harmonious mental-physical balance.

CONNECTIVE TISSUE MASSAGE (55 min.) € 75        
(cod.315/288)
This massage reduces muscle tension and improves blood
circulation. it has a relaxing effect and helps get rid of sleep
and digestion problems while eliminating stress since it acts
on and rebalances the vegetative nervous system. 

ENERGETIC MASSAGE  (55 min.) € 75
(cod.467)
Through the peripheral nervous system the nervous 
receptors are stimulated and, consequently, the spinal 
nerves that, when properly stimulated, help to relax the 
muscles, loosen the tensions, invigorate, relax the tense 
areas of the body and allow the vital energy to flow freely,
eliminating stress and recover a whole wellness.

FOOT REFLEXOLOGY (30 min.) € 50
(cod.329/289)
The foot massage is not only a very effective method for 
eliminating stress and relaxing, but it also creates new 
energy while enhancing wellness.

BAMBOO MASSAGE  (50 min.)     € 65      
This massage has his roots in oriental massage  and it is 
ideal for who want to end with water retention, cellulite 
and stretch marks. This is a type of holistic treatment which 
utilises bamboo canes. During the treatment, a therapist will 
use a variety of differently sized bamboo canes. The size of 
the cane will vary depending on your body type; desirable 
treatment outcome and the area treated; the larger the 
area, the bigger the cane. 
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SPECIAL REVITALIZING 
MASSAGES
STONE THERAPY  (60 min.)                   € 80
(cod.302)

A revolutionary treatment that combines the 
massage, the reactivation of the energy meridians 
and the beneficial effect of hot stones, instilling the 
entire body with strength and vitality. Body energy 
is reharmonised and a feeling of wellbeing and inner
peace spreads throughout the entire body. A truly 
extraordinary method that will surprise you.

AYURVEDIC MASSAGE  (50 min.)  € 80
WITH SHIRODARA  + € 30
(cod.312)

To be in harmony, in peace with yourself and the 
rest of the world: these are the basic concepts of 
Ayurveda, the natural way to achieve mental-physical
balance developed in India. This ancient, mysterious 
and fascinating holistic concept will help you to 
rediscover inner wellness.

ENERGETIC CHANNELS MASSAGE  
(50 min.)  (cod. 313) € 80
A very soft massage that works on the energetic
channels (meridians). It includes various maneuvers
on body and head. This massage is indicated to
treat different issues. It can be invigorating, relaxing,
energizing or used to treat osteo-articular disturbs,
backache, sciatica, and other common problems of
the vertebral column.

LOMI  - LOMI (50 min.) € 90
(cod.316)

Enter the world of total relaxation. Lomi-Lomi is a 
holistic massage from Hawaii that reduces muscle 
tension while focusing on the person as a whole. 
Expansive and fluid massaging movements are 
combined with other actions to relax the joints and
create energy.
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SALE, ACQUA, VITA
Peeling & Scrub
Pamper your body with one of our pleasant peelings. 
It eliminates dead cells and makes your skin soft and 
smoother. It is recommended before sunbathing 
since it guarantees uniform tanning.

PEELING TREATMENTS
THE HEALING POWER
OF WATER AND SALT

BODY SCRUB (Cod. 412) (30 min)  € 50
An exfoliating body treatment made from fresh Ischia
lemons, sea salt and sweet almond oil. The lemons have
an energising, smoothing and purifying effect on the skin.
The coarse sea salt mixed with sweet almond oil has an
exfoliating and moisturising effect, restoring balance to
the skin and leaving it as smooth as silk

PURIFYING TREATMENT  (cod. 474)
50 pleasant minutes with body pack  € 85
To stimulate all senses! The peeling prepares the skin to 
receive a pleasant and relaxing massage followed by a 
body pack to make the skin silky and luminous.



SAUNA
Sauna 1/2 persons  (cod. 330) (riservata per 30 min.) € 45

BODY TREATMENT SCENTS OF ISCHIA   
(cod.327) 90 relaxing minutes  € 155

Awaken your senses with the scent of lemon- grass and the 
lemons of Ischia and be ready to embrace the pleasure of 
warm shells on your body to finish the treatment with a 
warm bath containing vitaminized Sea salt.



BEAUTY TREATMENTS
AND WELLNESS

Face mask with thermal mud from  
the mark Ischia Sorgente di Bellezza  (cod.307) € 45

Face massage and Décolleté  (cod.476) (30 min.)  € 50

Face and neck Lymph drainage (cod. 305) (30 min.)  € 55

Facial cleaning  (cod.328) (60 min.) € 70

Personal face treatment  (cod.333) (50 min.) € 70

Face needling or face cupping   € 25

Anti-cellulite mud  (cod.299)  € 45

Manicure (cod.306) € 35

Pedicure (cod.325) € 45 

Full Depilation   (cod. 297) € 75

Partial Depilation  (cod. 293) € 40

Cryotherapy  (cod.301)   € 40
Through it a decrease of the legs temperature is obtained 

to the detected degrees of hypothermia that is from 2 ° to 

5 ° C .

The chemical cold , typical of this treatment , has a more 

effective and long action , compared to the use of ice or 

water.
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